Improvement plan for
KADINA MEMORIAL SCHOOL
2019 to 2021

School name

KADINA MEMORIAL SCHOOL

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

Kadina Memorial School inspires learning that
challenges and supports our students, instilling a
passion for lifelong learning, the desire to achieve and
the confidence to participate as active and responsible
community members.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Increase student
understanding in number
sense and use of operations in
year R-9

Targets
A 5% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in
NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9

A 10% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in
NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9
A 12% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in
NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9

Increase R-9 students ability to A 5% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in
NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9
reflect on text and interpret
explicit information

A 10% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in
NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9

A 12% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in
NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9

For all students in specialist
classes to be positively
engaged and involved in
challenging social and
cognitive learning
experiences..

75% of students will achieve their goals as set out in their
NEPs.
80% of students will achieve their goals as set out in their
NEPs.

85% of students will achieve their goals as set out in their
NEPs.

Challenge of practice

Success criteria

If we develop a common
evidence based approach of
teaching trusting the count to
partitioning then we will
increase student understanding
in number sense and use of
operations in Years R-9.

Students will recognise small quantities (<4) as being
the same or different without counting (subitises),
compare two quantities and states which group has
more and which less, recognise that the last number
word said in a count answers ‘How many?’, recognise
and describe teen numbers as 1 ten and some more,
represent and rename two-digit numbers as separate
tens and ones, apply an understanding of zero in place
value notation when reading numerals that include
internal zeros, recognise that the place value system
can be extended to tenths and hundredths, represent
multiplication in various ways (arrays, factors, ‘for
each’), represents division as sharing division and
measurement or grouping division and applies known
multiples and strategies for division to mentally
calculate

If we focus on reading main
ideas/summarising and using
visual information to fully
comprehend then we will
increase students ability to
reflect on text and interpret
explicit information.

Students will be able to distinguish features of the
text, make relevant comments or ask relevant
questions, expresses an opinion or preference for
a topic or text, describes the purpose of
informative, imaginative and persuasive texts,
distinguishes between fact and opinion, compares
and contrasts texts on the same topic to identify
how authors represent the same ideas differently,
justifies an opinion or response by citing evidence
from a text, synthesises information from a variety
of complex texts, draws inferences and explains
using background knowledge or text features and
makes connections between text and personal
story.

If we embed evidenced
pedagogical approaches
informed by individual student
learning plans within supportive
and inspiring learning spaces
then students will develop their
social and cognitive skills.

Students will be able to
interact in the classroom
without conflict. More
students will achieve
their daily learning goals
as prescribed by the
teacher.
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Improvement plan for KADINA MEMORIAL SCHOOL

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice,
contact:
Shelley McInerney
Review, Improvement and Accountability
Phone: 8226 4297
Shelley.McInerney@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Increase student understanding in
number sense and use of operations in
year R-9

Increase R-9 students ability to reflect
on text and interpret explicit information

For all students in specialist classes to
be positively engaged and involved in
challenging social and cognitive learning
experiences..

2019

A 5% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9

2020

A 10% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in NAPLAN years
3,5,7,9

2021

A 12% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in NAPLAN years
3,5,7,9

2019

A 5% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in NAPLAN years 3,5,7,9

2020

A 10% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in NAPLAN years
3,5,7,9

2021

A 12% increase in SEA achievement from 2018 levels in NAPLAN years
3,5,7,9

2019

75% of students will achieve their goals as set out in their NEPs.

2020

80% of students will achieve their goals as set out in their NEPs.

2021

85% of students will achieve their goals as set out in their NEPs.
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice

Success criteria

Goal 1

If we develop a common evidence based approach of teaching
trusting the count to partitioning then we will increase student
understanding in number sense and use of operations in Years
R-9.

Students will recognise small quantities (<4) as being the same or different without counting (subitises), compare two
quantities and states which group has more and which less, recognise that the last number word said in a count answers
‘How many?’, recognise and describe teen numbers as 1 ten and some more, represent and rename two-digit numbers
as separate tens and ones, apply an understanding of zero in place value notation when reading numerals that include
internal zeros, recognise that the place value system can be extended to tenths and hundredths, represent multiplication
in various ways (arrays, factors, ‘for each’), represents division as sharing division and measurement or grouping division
and applies known multiples and strategies for division to mentally calculate

Goal 2

If we focus on reading main ideas/summarising and using visual
information to fully comprehend then we will increase students
ability to reflect on text and interpret explicit information.

Students will be able to distinguish features of the text, make relevant comments or ask relevant questions,
expresses an opinion or preference for a topic or text, describes the purpose of informative, imaginative
and persuasive texts, distinguishes between fact and opinion, compares and contrasts texts on the same
topic to identify how authors represent the same ideas differently, justifies an opinion or response by citing
evidence from a text, synthesises information from a variety of complex texts, draws inferences and
explains using background knowledge or text features and makes connections between text and personal
story.

Goal 3

If we embed evidenced pedagogical approaches informed by
individual student learning plans within supportive and inspiring
learning spaces then students will develop their social and
cognitive skills.

Students will be able to interact in the classroom without
conflict. More students will achieve their daily learning goals
as prescribed by the teacher.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Increase student understanding in number sense and use of operations in year R-9

If we develop a common evidence based approach of teaching trusting the count to partitioning then we
will increase student understanding in number sense and use of operations in Years R-9.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities
Executive Leaders to organise a session with Agile Leadership team with a focus on sprints.
Leaders to organise effective meeting structure allowing for time to focus on creating, checking in and reviewing
sprints
Leaders collaborate with teachers around creation of improvement goals and targets and monitor during sprint
through observation and critical discussion
Leaders to lead the learning around the Big Ideas in Number to continue to up-skill teachers
Leaders will ensure that sprint goals are included within "living" PDP
Teachers to attend sessions on sprints and embed into teaching practice
Teacher to bring evidence of their improvement including student data - testing on trusting the count and place
value or SNMY Zones, assessment information from class, levels as against the numeracy progressions
Teachers will use evidence based practice from best advice papers, guidebooks and intranet to inform sprint.

Resources

R-6 class and Year 7-9 maths teachers will use the
Agile approach 25 day sprint model, at least four times
a year, to explicitly focus on improving how they teach
number. Teachers will use a range of data and
evidence to determine the next steps for each student
and collaboratively establish improvements goals and
design appropriate learning. Teachers will critically
reflect on progress each fortnight.

2020

R-6 class teachers will critically
collaborate weekly in year level
groups, focusing on mathematics
learning design (ensuring stretch),
assessment and moderation.

2020

Primary Leaders organise timetable whereby each primary year level team
has time to collaborate weekly with actions minuted within their PDP.
Leaders will "walk through" sessions to ensure they are enacted in
accordance with the SIP and agreements.
Teachers will bring learning design and outcomes to NLG groups
Teachers will forward notes from these sessions to leaders as evidence of
work.
Leaders to work with SLLIP and PC to help collaborate in these sessions

Year 7-9 teachers will meet
regularly (three times a term) to
discuss the learning design (LD)
for the next topic, reflect on
previous LD for improvements.

2020

Faculty leaders will ensure faculty meetings have a Faculty meetings
focus on learning design and sharing of practice.
Vertical Design template
Teacher will bring work to share to all faculty
meetings

Agile Team - $6300
Agile tools
Learning Team time
Leadership time

Extra NIT at Primary level only - $80 000
Vertical Design template
PC and SLLIP
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student understanding in number sense and use of operations in year R-9
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

2020

Faculty leader to conduct walkthroughs of these sessions to ensure effectiveness
Leader will endeavour to get experts to the school to support teachers in creating
authentic tasks
Leader will organise a trip to schools using similar techniques and form an
effective working relationship with them - aiming to share resources and ideas.
Teacher may also take part in these visits if deemed necessary.
Teachers to organise their resources for these sessions
Teachers to test students by end of Term 1 with the SNMY resources and
analyse the results. Teaching practice should reflect the findings of these results

SNMY resources
One maths lesson per week
Faculty Meeting time
Visit to schools that have effectively implemented this practice TRT days $4 000
Contact Di Siemon for visit to school to work with faculty - $4 000

Teachers R-6 will explicitly teach 3 2020
lessons a week on number with a
focus on differentiation and clear
learning intentions

Primary leaders to conduct walkthroughs of these lessons to measure
effectiveness and to ensure that they meet with agreement.
Teachers to supply timetables to the Onedrive for visibility of given
lessons.
Primary leaders will seek and develop new resources and showcase
these at Learning Team times
Primary Leaders will role model teaching of these lessons within their
own classrooms.

Learning Team Time
Big Ideas in number resources

After testing students by week 3 Term 1, teachers of
Year 7-9 will explicitly teach numeracy using the SNMY
framework once per week. Teachers will combine
classes where possible to work on targeted areas
raising the standard of students against the zones stated
with the SNMY Learning Area Framework. There will be
compulsory use of SNMY learning plans and authentic
tasks to move students to the next zone.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Students will recognise small quantities (<4) as being the same or different without counting (subitises), compare two quantities and states
which group has more and which less, recognise that the last number word said in a count answers ‘How many?’, recognise and describe
teen numbers as 1 ten and some more, represent and rename two-digit numbers as separate tens and ones, apply an understanding of
zero in place value notation when reading numerals that include internal zeros, recognise that the place value system can be extended to
tenths and hundredths, represent multiplication in various ways (arrays, factors, ‘for each’), represents division as sharing division and
measurement or grouping division and applies known multiples and strategies for division to mentally calculate
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Increase R-9 students ability to reflect on text and interpret explicit information

Challenge of practice

If we focus on reading main ideas/summarising and using visual information to fully comprehend then we
will increase students ability to reflect on text and interpret explicit information.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

2020

Executive Leaders to organise a session with Agile Leadership team with a focus on sprints.
Leaders to organise effective meeting structure allowing for time to focus on creating,
checking in and reviewing sprints
Leaders to run sessions on Big 6 of Reading to continue to up-skill teachers
Leaders will ensure that sprint goals are included within "living" PDP
Teachers to attend session on sprints and embed into teaching practice
Teachers will bring simple view of reading, running record, phonics screening, lexile, literacy
progression monitoring and other data to help inform sprint work
Teachers will use evidence based practice from best advice papers, guidebooks and intranet
to inform sprint.

Agile Team - $6300
Agile tools
Staff meeting time

Teachers in R-6 will collaborate once 2020
a week in year level groupings, with
a focus on learning design, creating
a new task, using the vertical design
framework, in English

Primary Leaders will organise a program whereby each
primary year level team has a time to collaborate with each
other.
Leaders will "walk through" these sessions to ensure they are
being enacted in accordance with the SIP and agreements
Teachers will forward notes from these sessions to leaders as
evidence of work.

Extra NIT at Primary level only - $80 000
Vertical Design template

Teachers will plot their students on the simple view of
reading chart within the first three weeks, ensuring that
they have knowledge of where they are. Teachers will
use past data and individual testing (PASM and RR) to
help define areas in which they can differentiate their
teaching. Teachers will explicitly plan intentional
learning activities for groups during Guided Reading
time that focus on these areas.

Leaders to reinforce testing and Guided Reading agreement
through emails, staff meetings and walk-throughs
Teachers to spend time getting to know their students and by end of
week 3 have charted their information against the simple view of
reading
Teachers to review previous data and information and to
intentionally plan Guided Reading rotation activities. These to be
shared via KMS guided reading planning sheet in the Onedrive

R-6 class and Year 7-9 teachers will use the Agile
approach 25 day sprint model at least 4 times during
the year focusing on literacy. Clear improvement
goals are collaboratively established and changes in
teacher pedagogy identified and reviewed via sprint
processes. Sprint groups work together during
learning time meetings every two weeks for 20
minutes to reflect on previous fortnight.

2020
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Teachers will dedicate 20 minutes
per week with 7-9 teachers
working on guided/close reading
techniques.

Plan actions for improvement

Increase R-9 students ability to reflect on text and interpret explicit information
Timeline

2020

Roles and responsibilities

Literacy to conduct walk-throughs to assess
implementation
Leader to contact schools who undertake guided
reading in middle years
Teachers to share times for reading with leaders

Resources

Faculty meetings for up-skilling in close and
guided reading
Primary leaders for skills in this area
Leader to look at how to embed Guided
Reading in Middle Years

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Students will be able to distinguish features of the text, make relevant comments or ask relevant questions, expresses an opinion
or preference for a topic or text, describes the purpose of informative, imaginative and persuasive texts, distinguishes between
fact and opinion, compares and contrasts texts on the same topic to identify how authors represent the same ideas differently,
justifies an opinion or response by citing evidence from a text, synthesises information from a variety of complex texts, draws
inferences and explains using background knowledge or text features and makes connections between text and personal story.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3

For all students in specialist classes to be positively engaged and involved in challenging social and cognitive learning
experiences..

Challenge of practice

If we embed evidenced pedagogical approaches informed by individual student learning plans within
supportive and inspiring learning spaces then students will develop their social and cognitive skills.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Review of literacy and numeracy
pedagogies within the context of
best practice for students with
learning disabilities requiring
intervention and support.

2020

Class leaders to work together to review
information
Teachers to use resources and techniques
sourced from Adelaide West Outreach
School

TRT days to visit other sites - $1650
Education Office staff

Continued review of agreements around
consistent documentation of differentiated
learning programs (focus on task design)
with clearly identified learning and wellbeing
intentions. This will be done termly through
the use of one learning team meeting

2020

Leader to have sharing time at each learning team
meeting with staff sharing their tasks and results
Teachers to implement individual task design
through programming and planning tool with clear
learning and wellbeing intentions

Learning Team meetings

Teachers to ensure that each child 2020
has a OnePlan completed and
published

Leader to publish and remind staff of timeline
for OnePlan
Leader to organise training on Oneplan writing
to continue to develop teachers knowledge
Teachers to follow published timeline

TRT days to ensure time to meet with parents
One Child Plan
Training for leaders/teachers
Work with OnePlan team on training
Working with Kadina Office team
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

For all students in specialist classes to be positively engaged and involved in challenging social and cognitive learning
experiences..

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Continued development of
2020
knowledge on interoception
through training for all educators
who work within specialist learning
environments.

Leadership to organise traning development and review of
implementation
Leader to observe interoception training within classrooms
SSOs to ensure their availability for training session
Teachers to implement into classroom practice to support
student development

Transiton- Linking with community
2020
services/resources to transition
students with disability into
community life (post schooling) which
is evident in their learning plan.

Teachers linking with parents about post
Community disability services
schooling options and providing experiences SSO's required to assist with accessing
for students to experience this
community services/resources
Leadership to source community resources/
opporutnities for students to access

Student free day time
Training with Mel Leslie
Classroom observations of implementation
across site

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Students will be able to interact in the classroom without conflict. More students will achieve their daily
learning goals as prescribed by the teacher.
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Alistair Williams
10/02/2020
Approved by governing council chairperson

Lynne-Marie Power
14/02/2020

Approved by education director

Joann Weckert

Date
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